
Assembly Instructions
SnapFence® Wire Poultry Fencing/Chicken Run
P/N CF-16X3: Grass/Dirt Installation, 16' w/ Gate & Wire Mesh

START HERE: Unpack box and separate parts. You will need a hammer or 
rubber mallet, drill and wire snips to complete this project.  

Please read before starting assembly. 

IMPORTANT: Check the inside of pieces in your box for other materials. Box should include 
these items. In the event of missing or defective parts please contact customer service at 
(888) 959-4471 Mon-Fri 7:30am-4pm PST for assistance. 

1. 35" Vertical Posts (5)
2. 46" Horizontal Rails (7)
3. 19 7/8" Horizontal Rail (1)
4. 33 1/4" Vertical Rail (1)
5. Rail Connectors (9)
6. Elbows (4)
7. Tees (2)
8. Gate Kit (1)
9. 3' x 10' Rolled Wire (2)
10. Bag of 50 Screws (2)
11. Panel Clips - 12pack (4)
12. Ground Anchor Stakes (5)
13. 19 1/2" Gate Horizontal Rails (2)
14. 28 1/2" Gate Vertical Posts (2) 

This fence can be easily trimmed down vertically 
or horizontally to fit any custom space. Use a fine 

toothed circular saw or hack saw.
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Assembly Instructions

Step One

1.1 Mark a 16' long straight line at the installation sight. Mark a spot along the line every 4' on 
center. Insert a Ground Anchor Stake up to 18" deep every 4' along the line. 

Be sure to insert the Ground Anchor Stakes 
in this orientation to ensure the fence posts 

line up properly.

1.2 Slide 35" vertical posts over Ground Anchor Stakes. 
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Step Two

2.1 Add a Rail Connector to both ends of (4) 46" rails. 

Note: Be sure that the openings on 
the Rail Connectors face the same 
direction on both sides.

2.2 Secure all lower rails by screwing through the holes 
on both sides of the rail connectors. For a permenant 
hold insert long screw (comes attached to Ground Anchor
Stakes) through the Post into the Stake. 
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Step Three

3.1 Select which 4' section you would like the gate insert to be installed in. Insert a Tee into 
the post where the gate insert will go.

Note: For the best 
installation do not 
install the gate on the 
either end of the fence.

3.2 Attach the 19 7/8" Rail to a 33 1/4" Post using an Elbow. Add Rail Connector at bottom 
and snap into place as shown below. Screw into place.

IMPORTANT: Leave this 
space open for Step 5.
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Step Four

4.1 Working from left to right, assemble to the top of the frame. Use Elbows on the ends, 
and on the side of the gate opening and a Tee. Snap 46" Rails to the componenets to 
complete the upper frame. 

Tees: Used to connect a 
Post to two Rails 
horizontally.

Step Five

5.1 Build the frame for your gate panel by attaching (2) 19 1/2" Horizontal Gate Rails to (2) 
28 1/2" Vertical Gate Posts using Hinge Elbows. 

IMPORTANT: The Hinge 
Elbows holes must be 
facing up/down on the 
gate panel for the gate 
to be installed properly

Elbow: Used to connect 
a Post to one rail 
horizontally.
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5.2 Install lower Hinge Bracket on either side of the gate opening. Be sure that it is low 
enough to have room for the top bracket. Once installed, add gate frame and attach upper 
Hinge Bracket. 

Step Six

6.1 Flatten out rolled wire. Starting from one side of the fence begin attaching wire using 
(12) Panel Clips per 4' of fencing. Wrap the panel clip around the wire and Post or Rail and 
Screw to attach. Use wire snips to cut breaks in the wire and to cut down a piece of wire for 
the gate panel. 

Additional wire can be added 
across the top of the fencing 
for overhead protection. 


